<Today’s Date>

President George W. Bush
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., NY
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:

<Use all or parts of this letter, and insert your own history.  See checklist below.>
I urge you to increase funding for the National Institute of Health (NIH) so that we can find cures for lymphomas and other cancers, cures that scientists tell us are now within reach.

Unlike other cancers, lymphomas cannot be avoided by avoiding tobacco or limiting exposure to the sun.  The cause is unknown.  Meanwhile, and alarmingly, the incidence and death rates for lymphoma increase each year as other cancers have decline a little. Last year 27,000 Americans died from it.

In my case, <insert your situation here; the type of lymphoma, your age, your search for an effective treatment, the toll it has taken etc.>

Is funding research for cancer worth the money?  Neil Ruzic, a lymphoma survivor and scientist, said this in his recent testimony before Congress: “Yes, in terms of misery and death avoided. Yes again, in economic terms. The annual cost of cancer to the U.S. alone currently is $107 billion, including direct and indirect costs. According to economists Kevin Murphy and Robert Topel at the University of Chicago, if all forms of cancer were eliminated the economic value to the United States would be $46.5 trillion, which is more than all U.S. assets! The economic and humanitarian benefit to other nations also would be overwhelming. What a fantastic tool of foreign policy, the exportation to other countries of the cure for cancer!”

I look forward to your support on this critical issue. Please tell me what action you intend to take.

Very respectfully yours,




<your signature>
<Name>
<Address>
<Organization (if appropriate)>
<Telephone number>

==Delete this checklist when done:
* You stated the issue clearly.  *You described your own experience-personal stories are compelling  *You checked the spelling.  *You changed variable information, such as <Today’s Date>
Thank you for helping fight the good fight --KarlS

